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by An Nguyen, Sr. Instructional Designer in the Teaching & Learning Centre

Get ready for Teaching & Learning Day Winter 2024: Hot Tech Topics, happening on Monday,

February 26 at the Newnham Campus! Brought to you by the Teaching & Learning Centre,

this conference explores a tech-driven future of education that revolutionizes teaching

methods!

Our Keynote Speaker, Maya Georgieva, will kick off the day with a session on Learning

Reimagined: The Next Frontier of Immersive Learning. As a leading voice in the fields of

immersive storytelling, design with emerging technologies, and the future of learning and

creativity, Maya will set the stage for an inspiring day of exploration and discovery.

The workshops will then introduce selected educational technologies and tools that best

support teaching as well as topics related to artificial intelligence (AI) and extended reality

(XR). The workshops will give you an opportunity to consider how to integrate these

modalities into your educational practice. This year, our major industry partners, Blackboard,

Adobe, and Microsoft, will also join us to share about the new AI features in their platforms.

After that, you are welcome to join us for our showcase of exciting Virtual Reality (VR) and

Augmented Reality (AR) based projects, both current and upcoming. You will also have an

opportunity to learn more about Seneca HELIX and how they support student lead disruptive

innovations.

Register now in MyPD and make sure to mark your calendar. This conference is happening

during Study Week, so you have the perfect opportunity to level up your tech game.

Come out of the cold and join us for a day of hot tech topics!
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